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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
During a discussion'with the chief executive of a large electri-
cal appliances wholesale distribution company in Hong Kong, the
authors found that most companies in Hong Kong are facing a business
dilemma. Although most chief executives understand the importance of
information systems technology to their business, they are not sure
how such technology can- help them in their particular business or
industry. The authors were presented with this interesting and
challenging question: Can business enterprises in Hong Kong use
information technology to gain a competitive advantage? While some
examples of successful implementation could have been developed by
accident, we believe that enterprises that continue to reap
competitive advantages with the use of information systems technology
could have done it in a systematic way. We finally` agreed to direct
our research project to developing Information Systems Solutions to
provide competitive advantages for this wholesale distributor of
electrical appliances.
Research Objectives
1. To identify possible areas in which information technology may be
used to create a competitive advantage.
2. To develop information systems solutions to enhance the company's
competitive position. We aim to provide recommendations in high level
technology terms, i.e. high level specifications of technological use
of equipment rather than detailed descriptions of hardware and soft-
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ware vendors, that address (1) above.
3. Through the course of this research, to identify and illustrate a
systematic approach to help assess the role of information technology
in a company's business and exploit the use of technology to its
competitive advantage.
Company ProfilE
in orcer to maintain the anonymity of the company for reasons of
confidentiality, as requested by the Chief Executive, we shall call
the company Best Appliances Company and the Chief Executive Mr
Peter Chan. Figure 1.1 shows an overall organisation chart of the
company.
Best Appliances Company is a wholly-owned subsidiary of a multi-
national domestic electrical appliances manufacturer. It was repre-
sented by a large local trading company until it established its own
subsidiary in the early 1970s. As Hong Kong experiences a steady rise
in the standard of living and an increasing demand for domestic
electrical appliances, Best Appliances has expanded its business con-
siderably, especially over the past ten years. Between 1977 and 1987,
annual turnover has risen from HK$ 100 million to almost HK$ l'billion
and the number of employees has risen from 150 to over 400.
Best Appliances Company markets and services domestic electrical
appliances produced by its parent company. Products include a comp-
rehensive range of domestic electrical appliances such as:
Audio-video equipment: tevisions, radios, record players,
cassette tape players, video tape recorders, etc.
Air-conditioning appliances: air-conditioners, heaters,
dehumidifiers, fans, etc.































Other household appliances: vacuum cleaners, washing machines,
dryers, light fittings, etc.
The company provides a one-year warranty service on almost all
its products. In some exceptional cases, such as air-conditioners, a
five-year warranty is provided on the compressor. After expiration of
the warranty period, the company offers a maintenance service to the
customer either on an annual contract or a per-call charge basis.
Mr Peter Chan categorises his customers into domestic users and
commercial users. Among the domestic users, he makes a further divi-
sion between those who buy new appliances to replace old ones or to
add new items to their existing appliances and those who are setting
up a new home, especially newly-weds who are moving into a new apart-
ment. The commercial users include buyers such as hotel and office
owners and real estate developers who provide pre-installed electrical
appliances to the property buyers.
Sales of the company's products to new home buyers is particu-
larly strong because the products are colour and pattern co-ordinated
and therefore-look very attractive in a new home environment. In the
past few year, new home buyers have accounted for up to 65% of the
company's total sales (see figure 1.2 for the distribution of sales
amaong the different types of buyers in 1987) and Mr Peter Chan fore-
sees this segment continuing to account for at least the same per-
centage of the company's total sales for the next few years.
According to Mr Chan, his primary aim for Best Appliances Company
is to'maximise the company's business volume and profit in Hong Kong
with substained growth and satisfied customers. He has three speci-
fic goals for the next three years. Firstly, he wants to achieve a
sustained yearly increase in turnover of at least 6%. Secondly, he
would like to see an increase in their share of the Hong Kong market.
Thirdly, he wishes to maintain and enhance the highuality imaoe of
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their products and services.
According to Mr Chan, the company considers itself to be primar-
ily a wholesaling business. Instead of having its direct retail out-
lets, the company sells its products mainly through two channels: the
remarketers and the volume buyers.
Remarketers are local trading companies who obtain and stock
goods in volume from Best Appliances and distribute to the retail
outlets or other remarketers. These remarketers usually deal with a
number of brand names and some of them have their own retail outlets.
There are at least two levels of remarketers. Best Appliances deals
directly with four immediate remarketers on a contract basis and these
remarketers, in turn, distribute to at least thirty second-level
remarketers supplying retail outlets in remote locations, or even
other countries in the region where the company does not have any
representation. However, the individual retail outlets in general
obtain supplies from the second-level remarketers.
Currently, this network of remarketers and retail outlets works
within a complex structure of price discounts and personal relation-
ships. The company deals directly with only the four immediate
remarketers and allows them a discount rate of up to 30% depending on
their annual sales volume.
Apart from the remarketers, the company also supplies to volume
buyers such as department store and electrical appliances chains,
hotels and office building owners and real estate developers who pro-
vide already installed appliances to the property buyers. Discounts
given vary according to the volume of purchase.
Current Use of Information System Technology
The company first installed a mini-computer seven years ago to
automate its accounting and stock control operations based on a modi-
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has subsequently been enhanced to support sales analysis and forecast.
With the proliferation of personal computers, a total of twelve
systems have been installed over the past few years by individual




With a fairly clear understanding of what we needed to accomplish
in the project, two key questions had to be answered in order to help
,us plan the procedure that would produce the desired results. These
questions were:
1. How is information technology being used for competitive advantage
by organisations both in and outside Hong Kong and are there are any
ideas that can be taken from these examples and used for our project?,
2. Is there any proven approach or framework within which we can
tackle the project?
Literature Review of Information Technology
Applications for Competitive Advantage Outside Hong Konc
Research into current literature such as Business Week, Fortune
Magazine, The New York Times and The Havard Business Review showed
ample examples of Information Technology being used as a competitive
weapon. These examples covered a wide range of industries and lines.
of trade, both large and small.
For the supplies and distribution industry, Business Week had
this report in. its issue of 14th October 1985:
American Hospital Supply Corp., which distributes products from
8,500 manufacturers to more than 100,000 healthcare .providers,
saw its market share soar in the 1970s after it set up *computer
links to its customers and suppliers. Hospitals could enter
orders themselves via AHS terminals. The technology let the
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company cut inventories, improve customer service, and get better
terms from suppliers for higher volumes. Even more important, it
locked out rival distributors that didn't have direct pipelines
to hospitals. Now, AHS, which agreed to be acquired by,Baxter
Travenol Laboratories Inc. in July, stays ahead of competitors by
analyzing the industry data it collects to spot order trends and
customer needs more quickly.
Perhaps the more classic. example is American Airlines. Business Week
reported:
American Airlines Inc. has used computer and communications
technology to build an entirely new business with skyhigh profit
margin. American provides its Sabre reservation system, which
lists the flight schedules of every major airline in the world
to 48% of the approximately 24,000 automated travel agents in the
U.S.
The Wall Stree Journal of 24th April 1984 reported this example for
the car rental company, Hertz:
The Hertz customized printout explains in English, French,
German, Italian, or Spanish (depending on language preference of
the traveler) how to reach hotels, office buildings, convention
sites and sports arenas in major U.S. cities. Once the traveler
specifies the destination desired, it details expressways and,
exits, where to turn, and how long the trip should take.
Also found in management Information System Week in their issue of
24th March 1982 about the trucking industry:
Pacific Intermountain Express(PIE),
a large trucking firm based in California, competes in the
deregulated, commoditylike trucking industry. It developed an
application for tracking the status of a shipment at any point
along its route from origin to destination. A PIE customer
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checks on its misplaced or delayed shipment by querying the PIE
computer, using its own computer terminal. Through this
information system, PIE differentiates its shipping service from
the noncomputerised ones offered by its rivals.
As the company's president put it, In trucking today, we all
use the same highways and the same freight terminals. Our only
competitive advantaqe is to stand out technoloicallv.
Even for smaller industries, various companies have demonstrated the
strategic use of Information Systems. Business Week, in its issue of
22nd August 1983, had this report on a home insulation company:
To differentiate its commodity-like product line, Owens-Corning
hit upon a distinctive computer-based service. Home buyers, it
knew, wanted well-insulated houses. But they lacked convenient-
inexpensive tests for assessing the energy efficiency of designs
proposed by builders. This presented a challenging opportunity
for Owens-Corning. It responded to this challenge with an
information system for cranking out energy efficiency ratings for
the new home designs. Owens-Corning offers the package free to
builders as a service for their customers, the home buyers. In
return, Owens-Corning makes two demands on builders: carry only
our insulation materials and meet minimum efficiency standards in
desian.
The New York Times in an edition in 1984 had this to say about paint
companies:
Benjamin- Moore, a paint company, developed a computerised paint
analyser for retail stores selling its products.
Janovic/Plaza, an independent- paints and papers, blinds and
fabrics store in New York City, recently ran an advertisement
headlined Get 50 percent off Levolor Blinds and a Computer to
Match. What Janovic meant here was that a customer could select
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any of Levolor's 100-plus colors and then use its (i.e., Moore's)
computer color matching system to determine the exact paint-mix
formula needed for matching the blinds with Moore's paint.
Another company, Akzo Coatings,
This paint division of the Dutch chemical paint and pharmaceutical
company was reported by the Business Week 14th October 1985 issue as
having
set out in 1980 to create a way for car repair shops (Akzo
Coating's major customers) to get instant access to spareparts
listings, new repair procedures, and labor-hour guidelines for
some 2,000 car models... Employees (of the car repair shops)
punch in a description of the car and the parts and repair work
it needs, and the system spits out a parts-and-labor calculations
Soon it will tell body shops everything they need to know about
paint- particularly Akzo paint. Akzo figures it has 'a two-year
lead over the competition'.
It is not surprising to find many more examples in the finance
industry, the industry regarded as pioneering the use of Information
Systems technology. Business Week had this report in its 14th October
985 issue:
Merrill Lynch Co
used computers to create one of its most successful new products
ever: the Cash Management Account. By combining information on a
customer's checking, savings, credit card, and securities
accounts -into one computerized monthly statement and automati-
cally sweeping idle funds into interest-bearing money market
funds, Merrill Lynch has lured billions of dollars of assets from
other places since it introduced CMA in 1978. And though rivals
eventually concocted similar offerings, it still has almost 70%
of the market.
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Also reported by Business Week was the joint venture between Citibank
and McGraw-Hill Inc., the Global Electronic Markets Co., which
collects data on commodities to create 24-hour commodity trading. Now
traders can not only get information instantly, but they can also make
deals and transfer money in minutes.
Examples are also found in cosmetics companies, who have been
creative market makers for a long time. The New York Times reported
in its issue of 12th October 1984 on two companies, Shiseido and Int-
elligent Skincare. Both had developed systems to analyse human skin,
simulate how different make-up will look, and give instructions on
using their products. The result was remarkable and was described by
market observers as an effective trick to win over competitors by
getting customers to their counters instead of their rivals'.
Business Week in its issue of 4th October 1985 quoted the execu-
tive vice-president of the National Wholesale Druggists' Association
(NWDA) as saying: The new era will mean better use of information and
investing in customer service. McKesson, being the leader in the drug
distribution industry, was reported to use information systems
extensively for competitive advantage. In 1973, it started to give
customers handheld electronic devices that did listmaking and ordering
in one step. At the other end, warehouses were reorganized and
computers produced more efficient packing lists to speed deliveries.
It found that by providing exclusive electronic channels, it was
locking customers in and rival distributors out. Recently, it started
another service called Econompost that gave each customer detailed
reports showing how the customer's product sold. It even suggested
the best placement for products on pharmacy shelves. McKesson also
printed price labels for them. In yet another new service, McKesson
started working on in-house computers to be sold to pharmacists that
can not only transmit orders but can also organise data on patients
and track payments to medical insurance plans.
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Examples would not be complete without a mention of the computer
giants. Reporting in its issue of 28th September 1987, Fortune des-
cribed the joint venture between IBM and Sears called Trentex,
which was developing a product called Prodigy, an interactive: per-
-sonal service. With Prodigy, commercial messages are delivered
from advertisers to potential buyers who can place orders at home.
A View of Hong Kong using IST for Competitive Advantages
The authors were very impressed with these examples. It appears
that almost all sectors of industry use information systems,. with the
aim of attaining a competitive edge. But these are all examples from
abroad. It would have been interesting to read reports of similar
applications in Hong Kong. Unfortunately, the authors were unable to
find any. This may be for one of two reasons: either there is no
Information Systems Technology developed locally for the purpose of
gaining a competitive advantage or, if there is,. no public
information is available on the subject.
A closer examination of the local environment was made by the
authors by discussions with various people in the trade and the con-
clusion drawn was that if there any applications developed for the
purpose of gaining a competitive edge, they are few and far between.
The use of Information System Technology in Hong Kong is largely
by subsidiaries of multinational organisations. As they are normally
overseas subsidiaries, there are little, if any, R D efforts in
Hong Kong. On the other hand, local management is not expected to
take -strategic action such as developing information systems tech-
nology applications aimed at helping them gain a competitive edge in
the local market place. These applications will be designed and dev-
eloped at their headquarters in The States, Europe or Australia.
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They are then imported to Hong Kong to be used locally. Examples
are ATM's (Automatic Teller Machines), corporate banking systems and
Just-in-Time (JIT) manufacturing.
The question is whether these competitive edge applications
that are designed to fit the competitive environment overseas are
suitable for the local market place. The answer would be provided by
analayses of the local competitive environment, the local culture, the
language and the acceptability of technology by the local population.
More often than not, the local subsidiary would not have enough
resources to take a hard look at the local environment before. having
to implement these applications. For one thing, the longer the time
between the initiation of the applications and their final import and
implementation by the local subsidiary, the less effective the
applications are likely to be, as counter-measures could have been
taken by competitors who saw what was happening in the parent
company's local market.
What the authors found more perplexing, though, is that
Information Systems Technology applications for competitive advantage
are not being developed and implemented for local enterprises in Hong
Kong. By discussing this with a number of business people, the
authors found that most business ventures in Hong Kong are either
uninformed about, or not prepared to exploit, information systems for.
strategic use.
As reported in Industrial Aiutomation Hong Kong 1987: Shock
survey results, revealed to The South China Morning Post on Sunday,
show that only one in 16 Hong Kong manuacturing companies has a
computer of any kind today, now several years into the. so-called
information age.
This represents a competitive disadvantage for business enter-
prises in Hong Kong in the years to come.
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As Michael E. Porter and Victor E. Millar put in, The Importance
of the information revolution is not in dispute. The question is not
whether information technology will have a significant impact on a
company's competitive position, rather the question is when and how
this impact will strike..... Companies that anticipate the power of
information technology will be in control of events. Companies that
do not respond will be forced to accept changes that others initiate
and will find themselves. at a competitive disadvantage.
Their findings on the use of Information Systems Technology for com-
petitive advantage in Hong Kong increased the motivation of the
authors to research the topic. The outcome of the project could be of
tremendous help for local enterprises as well as local subsidiaries of
multinational organisations who could make use of it to build their
own competitive applications to tackle the local market place.
Literature Review of Conceptual Models
After reviewing some recent publications and research papers
listed in the bibliography, the authors found the conceptual models
developed by M. Porter, as, described in his books Competitive
Strategy and Competitive Advantage useful in providing a'system-
atic approach for identifying possible areas of information technology
applications for the Best'Appliances Company to gain a competitive.
advantage. The conceptual models are briefly summarised as follows:
1. Competitive Forces
According to Mr Porter, the state of competition in an indusstry
depends on five basic forces (see Figure 2.1). The collective
strength of these five forces determines the ultimate profit. potential
of an industry. The corporate strategist's goal is to find a position
in the industry from which his or her company can best defend itself
against these forces or can influence them in its favour. Knowledge
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of these underlying sources of competitive pressure provides the
groundwork for a strategic plan of action.
These five basic forces are:
a) Power of buyers. Customers or buyers can force down prices,
demand higher quality or more services and play competitors
against each other, all at the expense of industry profits. The
power of a buyer depends on factors such as concentration or
volume of purchases, differentiation of products, the price
sensitivity of the buyers and the possibility of forward or
backward integration, etc.
b) Power of suppliers. Suppliers can exert bargaining power on
a specific industry by raising prices or reducing the quality of
the goods and services. Powerful suppliers can thereby squeeze
the profitability out of an industry that is unable to recover
cost increases in its own prices. The power of a supplier
depends on factors such as the concentration of suppliers, the
uniqueness of the products, the existence of substitute products
and the possibility of forward or backward integration, etc.
c) Threats of new entrants. New entrants to an industry bring
new capacity, the desire to gain a market share and often
substantial resources. The seriousness of the threat they
represent depends on the barriers present and on the reaction
from existing competitors that new entrants can expect. If
barriers to entry are high, and newcomers can expect sharp
retaliation from the entrenched competitors, obviously the new-
comers will not pose a serious threat.
d) Threats of substitute products. By placing a ceiling on the
prices it can charge, substitute products or services limit the
potential of an industry. Unless it can upgrade the quality of
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in earnings and possibly in growth. Obviously, the more
attractive the price-performance trade-off offered by substitute
products, the firmer will be the threat to the industry's profit
potential.
e) Rivalry among existing competitors. Rivalry among existing
competitors takes the familiar form of jockeying for position:
using tactics like competitive pricing, product introduction and
advertising campaigns. Intense rivalry is related to the
presence of a number of factors such as the number and size of
competitors, industry growth, product differentiation or the
switching of costs, industry capacity and exit barriers, etc.
Intormation technology can alter each of the five competitive
forces and, therefore, industry attractiveness as well. The technol-
ogy is unfreezing the structure of many industries, creating the need
and opportunity for change.
For example:
Information technology increases the power of buyers in
industries assembling purchased components. Automated bills for
materials and vendor quotation files make it easier for buyers to
evaluate sources of materials and make-or-buy decisions.
Information technologies requiring large investment in com-
plex software have raised the barriers to entry. For example,
banks competing in cash management services for corporate clients
now need advanced software to give customers on-line account
information. These banks may also need to invest in improved
computer hardware and other facilities.
Flexible computer-aided design and manufacturing systems
have influenced the threat of substitution in many industries by
making it quicker, easier and cheaper to incorporate enhanced
features into products.
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The automation of order processing and customer billing has
increased rivalry in many distribution industries. The new
technology raises fixed costs at the same time as it displaces
people. As a result, distributors must often fight harder for
incremental volume.
2. Value Chain and Value System
Mr Porter introduced a concept called Value Chain that high-
lights the role of information technology in competition. This
concept divides a company's activities into the technological and
economically distinct activities it performs in doing business. He
calls these Value Activities. The value a company creates is
measured by the amount that buyers are willing to pay for a product or
service. A business is profitable if the value it creates exceeds the.-
cost of performing the value activities. To gain a competitive
advantage over its rivals, a company must either perform these
activities at a lower cost or perform them in a way-that leads to
differentiation and a premium price (more value).
A company's value activities fall into nine, generic categories.
Primary activities are those involved in the physical' creation of the
products, its marketing and servicing after sale. Support activities
provide the inputs and infrastructure that allow the primary
activities to take place.
A company's value chain is a system of interdependent activities,
which are connected by linkages. Linkages exist when the way in which
one activity is- performed affects the cost or effectiveness of other
activities and they often create trade-offs in performing different
activities that should be optimised. This optimisation in.turn may
require trade-offs. For example, a more costly product design and
more expensive raw materials can reduce after-sale service costs. A
company must resolve such trade-offs, in accordance with its strategy,
to achieve a competitive advantage.
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Linkages also require activities to be co-ordinated. On-time
delivery requires that operations, outbound logistics and service
activities (installation, for example) function together smoothly.
Good co-ordination allows on-time delivery without the need-for a
costly stock. Careful management of linkages is often a powerful
source of competitive advantage because of the difficulty rivals have
in perceiving them and in resolving trade-offs across organisation
lines.
The value chain of a company in a particular industry is embedded
in a larger stream of activities that is referred to as a Value
System. In addition to the value chain of the company, the value
system also includes the value chains of the suppliers and the
distribution channels. The supplier provides inputs such as raw
materials, components and services to the company's value chain. The
company's product then passes through the distribution channels' value
chains on its way to the ultimate buyer. Finally, the product becomes
a purchased input to the value chains of its buyers, who use it to
perform one or more buyer activities.
Linkages not only connect value activities inside a company but
also create interdependencies between its value chain and those'of its
suppliers and distribution channels. A company can create competitive
advantages by optimising or co-ordinating these links to the outside,
but the opportunities for savings through co-ordination with suppliers
and distribution channels go far beyond logistics and order process-
ing. The company, suppliers and. channels can all benefit through
better recognition and exploitation of such linkages.
Information technology is permeating the value chain .at every
point, transforming the way value activities are performed and the
nature of linkages among them. Every value activity has both a
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physical and an information-processing component. The physical com-
ponent includes all the physical tasks required to perform the
activity. The information-processing component encompasses the steps
required to capture, manipulate and channel the data necessary to
perform the activity. An activity's physical and
information-processing components may be simple or quite complex.
Different activities require a different mix of the two components.
For most of industrial history, technological progress principally
affected the physical component of what businesses do. Now the pace
of technological change is reversed, with information technology
advancing faster than technologies for physical processing.
This technological transformation is expanding the limits of what
companies can do faster than managers can explore the opportunities.—
The information revolution affects all nine categories of value
activity, from allowing computer-aided design in technology
development to incorporating automation in warehouses. The new
technology substitutes machines for human effort in information pro-
cessing. Paper ledgers and rules of thumb have given way to
computers.
Initially, companies used information technology mainly for
accounting and record-keeping functions. In these applications, the
computers automated repetitive clerical functions such as order pro-
cessing. Today, information technology is spreading throughout the
value chain and is performing optimisation and control functions as
well as more judgmental executive functions. It not only affects how
individual activities are performed but, through new information
flows, it is also greatly enhancing a company's ability to exploit
linkages between activities, both within and outside the company. The
technology is creating new linkages between activities, and companies


















































According to Mr Porter, in any company, information technology
has a powerful effect on competitive advantage in either cost or
differentiation. The technology affects value activities themselves
or allows companies to gain a competitive advantage by exploiting
changes in competitive scope.
a) Lowering cost. A company's cost position reflects the
collective cost of performing all its value activities in
relation to rivals. Each value activity has cost drivers that
determine the potential sources of a cost advantage. Information
technology can alter a company's costs in any part of the value
chain. The technology's historical impact on cost was confined
to activities in which repetitive information processing played a
large part but these limits no longer exist. Even activities
like assembly work, that mainly involve physical processing, now
have a large information-processing component.
b) Enhancing differentiation. A company's ability to
differentiate itself reflects the contribution of each value
activity towards fulfillment of buyer needs. Many of a company's
activities, not just its actual product or service, contribute to
differentiation. Buyer needs, in turn, depend not only on the
impact of the company's product on the buyer but also on the
company's other activities (for example, logistics or after-sale
service). The impact of information technology on differentia-
tion strategies is dramatic. For example, the new information
technology can make it possible to customise products to suit
specific buyer needs. Also, the embedding of information systems
in the physical product itself is an increasingly powerful way of
distinguishing it from competing goods.
c) Focus marketing. In the search for competitive advan-.
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tage, companies often differ in competitive scope, or the breadth
of their activities. Focus marketing is a powerful tool for
creating a competitive advantage. A broad scope can allow a
company to exploit interrelationships between the value chains
serving different industry segments, geographical areas or
related industries. By selecting a narrow scope, on the other
hand, a company may be able to tailor the value chain to a
particular target segment to achieve lower cost or
differentiation. The competitive advantage of a narrow scope
comes from customising the value chain to best serve particular
product varieties, buyers or geographical regions. Information
technology can alter the relationship between competitive scope
and competitive advantage. The technology increases a company's
ability. to co-ordinate its activities regionally, nationally and
globally and it can unlock the power of broader geographical
scope to create a competitive advantage. Broad-line companies
are increasingly able to segment their offerings in ways that
were previously feasible only for focused companies. As inform-
ation technology becomes more widespread, the opportunities to




The literature review allowed the authors to develop a methodo-
logy to approach the project and to finally produce recommendations
for the application of Information Technology as a competitive weapon
for Best Appliances Co.
The following steps were taken by the authors in approaching the
project:
i) Identification of the business objectives and business
environments of Best Appliances Co.
ii) Scanning of the state-of-the-art of Information Systems
Technology.
iii) Development of Information Systems Technology applications
competitive advantage by mapping business objectives and
business environment with state-of-the-art Information
Systems technology.
The methodology is depicted diagrammatically in Figure 3.1 on
the next page.
Business Objectives and Business Environment
It would be unacceptable to suggest a course of action to produce
a competitive advantage for an organisation without an understanding
of what competitiveness really means to that organisation. To
understand what constitutes competitiveness, we needed to find out the
following from Best Appliances Co.:
a) The business missions and goals of the organisation.
b) Its competitive environment and competitive strategies.
28
FIGURE 3.1




















c) Its value systems and value chain.
As no-one could give better answers to these questions than the
chief executive, the authors decided to ask Mr Chan himself.
Technology Scanning
rara.ilei. to the unaerstanaing or nest Appliance Co.'s business
objectives and business environments, the authors needed to fully
appreciate what Information Technology can offer. This is achieved
through technology scanning- researching into the current capabi-
lities of Information Technology. This could have meant a. lengthy
process of studying the current literature and interviewing personnel
engaged in the business of Information Technology. Luckily, as both
the authors have been working in the Information Technology industry
for over eight years, and are in touch with the state-of-the-art
applications of the technology, we were in a good position to cite the
current capabilities of the technology without the necessity for
formal lengthy research.
Development of Information Systems Technolocty
Applications for Competitive Advantage
The development of information systems technology applications
for competitive advantage is a creative process. An understanding of
the current business objectives and the competitive environment of
Best Appliances Co., together with the state-of-the-art of information
systems technology, allowed the authors to do some original work in
mapping the technology in relation to the business objectives and
environment. The result would be applications of information systems
technology that would give the company a competitive advantage.
The project will end with a number of recommendations for the




The competitive environment analysis of Best Appliances Co. is
based on Mr Porter's competitive model. Each of the five competitive
forces, as applied to the company in the Hong Kong environment, is
considered and the relevant points are summarised as follows:.
Power of Buyers
Best Appliances Co. sells directly to four immediate remarketers
only and a number of volume buyers. The four immediate remarketers
distribute to retail outlets either directly or, more often, through
second level remarketers. Currently, the four immediate*remarketers,
each having a distribution volume of similar size, account for over
65 percent of the company's total sales. The reason the company is
selling through remarketers rather than directly to retail outlets, as
explained by Mr Peter Chan, is to maximise the market coverage with a
minimal investment in a retail distribution network, but he pointed
out that he is becoming increasingly concerned about their heavy
dependency on these four immediate remarketers. The high concentra-
tion of this buyer group, and the company's lack of influence over the
associated network, has given these four immediate remarketers a large
degree of bargaining power in negotiating discount rates and an
increasing demand for advertising and promotional support. Further-
more, these remarketers also handle other brand name products. This
means that they do not always act in the best interests of Best
Appliances, which weakens the company's ability to compete effectively.
against its rivals. Mr Chan has therefore shown particular interest
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in the possible use of information technology to strengthen the
company's relationships and influence in the distribution network.
On their own, each of the volume buyers constitute only a rela-
tively small purchase volume and, in general, possess much less power
than the four immediate remarketers. However, each type does have its
own unique characteristics. The department store and electrical
appliances chains usually have higher quality sales staff and a better
reputation and credibility with their customers than the individual
retail shops. They require support mainly in the fields of sales
promotion and staff training. Mr Chan foresees that these outlets
will probably take on a more significant role in overall distribution
in the future. The hotel and office owner buyer group is usually more
concerned about product quality and after-sale service. Some real-
estate developers, in an attempt to attract buyers, are providing
free pre-installed electrical appliances, typically items such as
air-conditioners, refrigerators, etc. This buyer group is usually
very price-sensitive and is very willing to accept obsolete models as
long as the price is low.
When considering the characteristics of the ultimate buyers, Mr
Chan commented that the general consumers do not have much information
about the products. Such additional factors as a lack of good product
knowledge by sales staff in retail outlets due to high staff turn-
over, constant bad publicity about unethical practices such as the
substitution of purchases with inferior products and excessive
charging by the retail shops, has led to a general distrust towards
individual retail outlets. However, advertising and word-of-mouth
recommendations do have a significant influence on brand selection.
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Power of Suppliers
The company obtains its supplies from the manufacturing plants of
the parent company. As far as Mr Peter Chan is concerned, the
supplier has absolute power because it is the one and only supplier.
However, Mr Chan does not think we should consider this within the
scope of this study, since the Hong Kong subsidiary will have little
influence on this relationship.
Threats of New Entrants
According to Mr Chan, although the production of home appliances
cannot be considered as a high-tech industry, the production and mar-
keting of high quality products in a cost-effective manner requires
very substantial investment and needs to go through a lengthy learning
curve. Best Appliances' products are generally regarded as being in
the high quality sector compared with other brands available on the
market. Despite the introduction to the local market. of some' new
brand names, mainly from Korea and Taiwan, the company considers the
threat of these new entrants as minimal in the foreseeable future.
Threats of Substitute Products
Mr Chan commented that new or substitute products, especially
with the use of information technology, in home electrical appliances
is commonplace. He cited as an example the extensive use of micro-
processors in the control functions of washing machines, microwave
ovens and numerous other household appliances. He foresees this trend
continuing and probably at an even faster pace. However, he considers
this to be the focus of the Research and- Development effort of the
parent company and beyond the scope of this study.
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Rivalry Among Existing Competitors
Rivalry among existing competitors is described by Mr Chan as
intense, due to the following factors:
1. Since Hong Kong practices free trade, there are a large
number of brand names on the local market. European and U.S. brands
are mostly in the top market sector. Japanese brands occupy the top
and middle quality sectors and Korean, Taiwanese and other local
brands occupy the middle to low quality sector. Best Appliances'
products are generally regarded as being of high quality and in this
sector there are still at least five or six other brands of either
Japanese or European origin.
2. The products and services in general lack differentiation.
Even among the high quality brand names, product functions and
features are usually very similar.
3. The cost to the user of switching from one brand name to
another is usually low or zero.
4. Although volume provides cost advantages, the trade is sub-
ject to seasonal demand fluctuations on products such, as air-condi-
tioners and heaters. This often leads to periods of over-supply and
price cutting.
Competitive Strategy
Following analysis of the competitive forces, a brief discussion
of Mr Porter's competitive strategy model was held with Mr Chan. He
addressed the issues in a random manner but his opinions are summar-
ised as follows:
Product Differentiation
Differentiated products for home buyers Mr Chan felt that a
proauct strategy should be drawn up for the home buyer market. This
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should result in their products being more appealng to the new home
buyers than those of their competitors. It does not have to be the
actual product itself packaging, service, delivery etc. could be
considered as part of this strategy. Mr Chan added that such a course
of action would require a thorough understanding of the requirements
of the new home buyers. Apparently, new home buyers are those who are
volume buyers of electrical appliances. They need everything from an
air-conditioner and refrigerator to a vacuum cleaner and iron, etc.
They are normally on a tight time schedule but have to run the risk
that whatever they buy may not be suitable for their new home, con-
sidering space and function. The new home buyers have to shop
around- a tiring job, particularly when time is short.
Always on Display Strategy. Mr Chan said that being on dis-
play is still a big concern in the trade. He thought that if he
could distinguish his products from those of his competitors by having
his products always on display in retail shops (i.e., always available
for delivery within the time required by the customer) he would
achieve a substantial competitive advantage over his competitors.
More effective sales force strategy. Mr Chan referred to the
problem of generally poor quality sales staff in retail outlets these
days. He thought that if he could package with his goods some good
quality sales personnel, he-could be a lot more competitive than
others who rely on the people in the trade to support sales.
Buyer comfort strategy. As a result of poor quality service at
the retail outlets and, worse still, of the unethical conduct of some
retail-shops, buyers nowadays have very little trust in what they are
buying from shops. Customers are suspicious about the recommendations
of sales assistants and also the quality of the products they are
getting. They are concerned that the goods might have some hidden
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defects that would not be apparent at the time of purchase. There is
the possibility of being supplied with used machines or with goods
from a different source and therefore of inferior quality. They
question that the warranty they are given might not be honoured and
that they will therefore have to pay a large sum of money to get any
repair work done. Mr Chan was suggesting a buyer comfort strategy
that would serve to assure the buyer of the quality of his products.
With this strategy, he thought that he could be a lot more competitive
than his rivals.
Cost Reduction
There was one area of cost reduction strategy cited by Mr Chan.
At present, goods are marketed through several layers of remarketers,
each of which. is making an excessive profit which considerably
increases the cost of the goods before they are sold to the ultimate
buyer. Mr Chan thought that if he could trim down some of the costs
associated with the distribution of his goods, he would be in a much
better position in relation to his competitors.
Focus Marketing
Mr Chan re-emphasised the importance of focussing on the new home
buyers' market. He suggested that it was a matter of reaching out
to satisfy the special needs of this volume purchase group of
customers. This would involve an understanding of their needs and the
setting up of a special service to meet them. The problem identified
by Mr Chan is the contestability of this service. Put another way,
how long could such a special service be of competitive advantage to





The value systems and value chains associated with Best Appli-
ances Co. are extensive. The exploration of each individual value
chain and value system is virtually impossible, given the time limit-
ations for completion of the project. Figure 5.1 shows the
complexity of the possible value linkages in the organisation with
the value systems. The authors decided to tackle those value chains
and value systems that are more likely to be relevant, based on the--
competitive environment and the competitive strategies we have ident-
ified in the company. As suggested by Mr Chan, we did not go into a
detailed study of the value activities between the parent company
supplier and Best Appliances Co., but concentrated on downstream
value activities. Again, the information collection technique was
through interviewing the staff of Best Appliances Co. This time we
talked to people from the Administration and Distribution function,
Customer Services and Marketing, as well as Personnel. What we still
found after limiting ourselves to this likely-to-be relevant sector
was that we had too much information to handle. For the purpose of
this report, we are quoting only those activities that are relevant
to the development of the project. Our findings are summarised
below:
Primary Value Systems
'The primary value systems are depicted in Figure 5.2. Best
Appliances Co. receives shipments of goods from its suppliers (its
parent. company's plants) on average once a month for each product
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line. This varies for different lines, ranging from every two weeks
to every three months. The overall stocking objective of Best Appli-
ance Co. is to keep a zero stock. It expects that as soon as goods
arrive in Hong Kong they will be delivered to the immediate remarket-
ers. In this way, Best Appliances Co. manages to minimise stock costs
and is insured against big fluctuations in market demand. As the
overhead cost of a sales force is distributed throughout the distri-
bution channel to the retail outlets, Best Appliances Co. is able to
give a total discount of up to 30 percent to its immediate
remarketers.
The stocking objective of the immediate remarketer is to keep an
optimal stock. It requires the immediate remarketer to take the risk
of betting on a market demand forecast. On average, it places an
order for bulk quantities with Best Appliances Co. once a month. The
immediate remarketer is literally a warehouse for Best Appliances Co.,
except that the immediate remarketers carry the cost of stocks and not
Best Appliances Co. It gets bulk quantity discounts from Best
Appliances Co.
The second level remarketers always place a volume order to the
immediate remarketer. The minimum order quantity varies for different
product lines and there is no particular frequency with which the
second level remarketer places an order with the immediate remarketer.
The second level remarketers are offered discounts on the listed price
by the immediate remarketers depending on the quantity purchased. The
sales volume of a second level remarketer varies depending on the size
and number of retail outlets with which it does business. Hence, the
second level remarketer maintains a sales force and tries to increase
its customer base by winning more retail outlet orders. Although it
keeps its retail outlets to a large degree through personal relation-
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ships, whether or not a second level remarketer is successful depends
very much on the price discount it offers, its quality of service in
such areas as delivery and installation, the availability of goods and
so on. Many retail outlets are not very satisfied with the second
level remarketers because frequently they cannot deliver goods due to
out-of-stock situations, especially such seasonal products as
air-conditioners, heaters and dehumidifiers.
The retail outlet usually keeps a zero stock level except some
on-the-shelf items that do not require delivery. They will always
obtain stock from the second level remarketer and sometimes they act
as agents for the second level remarketers: goods are delivered by
them direct to the end users and installed either by the remarketer or'
through the service of Best Appliances Co. The retail outlets get a
commission by selling the 'products at list price as they get a
discounted price from the second level remarketer.
interpretation
The integrated value chains form the value systems for Best
Appliances Co.'s goods and services.. A number of observations' can be
made on these value systems:
inventory value chains. 1 the overall stocking costs of Best
Appliances Co,., the immediate remarketers, the second level
remarketers and the retail outlets are reduced, this will result in an
overall reduction in the cost of the products, thus meeting the
requirements of a cost reduction strategy for competitive advantage.
Transfer of goods value chains. If value could be added down the
stream when the goods are transferred to the ultimate consumer from




The activities and linkages in the value chains of the distribu-
tion channel operations were examined to identify areas where
information technology might create a competitive advantage in terms
of cost or differentiation. The basic assumption was that information
technology is likely to affect every activity in the value chain and
the possibility of new linkages was also explored.
We had a further meeting with Mr Chan and presented our findings,
which prompted him to suggest focussing our work on the following
areas:
a) An effective means of conveying the excellent quality of the
product.
b) An effective and efficient distribution network aimed at a
particular customer segment.
c) Product availability when a sale is-established.
An ittective means of Conveying Product Excellence
One problem identified is that, in the home electrical appliances
market, the same line of products from the top few competitors are
seen by the consumer as being of more or less the same standard.
There is not much product differentiation, particularly in terms of
Generic products. So a rice cooker still cooks rice and they are
all the same. The factors that actually influence buyers are mostly
price and personal recommendation.
Of course there are specially designed features built into the
products the company sells but unfortunately these features are often
misrepresented or ignored altogether.
The key problem, it seems, is that sales personnel in retail
outlets are ignorant of the particular features of a product and
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therefore unable to translate these features into benefits in customer
terms. This is caused by a number of factors:
1. Most sales personnel are inexperienced. This is due partly to the
current shortage of workers in Hong Kong which results in high staff
turnover, and partly because of the relatively low wages that are paid
for this type of work.
2. Sales staff in retail outlets handle many different products and
it is therefore virtually impossible for them to remember each product
and be able to communicate the various specific attractive features of
each product to the customers.
3. The retail outlet is handling products from several different
suppliers and there is no particular incentive for the sales staff to
promote the products of Best Appliances Co.
Effective and Efficient Distribution NAtinri
for a Particular Market Segment
One of the important market segments identified by the sponsoring
company is that of the home buyer customer. Mr Chan feels that he can
improve his business by concentrating more on developing better
distribution channels to reach this particular segment. At present,
the trade treats the new home buyers as any other buyers in the mar-
ket they have to find their own electrical appliances by going into
retail outlets. There is, however, a distribution channel of products
to this market segment by sales to the property developers who sell
properties with ready-installed appliances such as a refrigerator,
air-conditioner, etc.
Product Availability
Another issue faced by Best Appliances Co. is the reluctance of
the distributors to carry sufficient stocks of Best Appliance Co.'s
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brands. Very often, business is lost because an item is out of stock
and the retailer has to recommend another brand to the customer. In
the opinion of Mr Chan, this can be resolved through a higher stocking
level on the part of the remarketers, or even a sharing of stocks
among the immediate remarketers. The latter, of course, is regarded
as rather idealistic because the immediate remarketers are in
competition with each other and they could not really be expected to




With an understanding of the competitive environment in which
Best Appliances Co. operates, its value chain and value systems
structures and the competitive strategies the company is likely to
employ, the authors have had to do some creative work in order to
identify information technology applications that would give the
company a competitive advantage.
In order to produce information technology solutions, the authors
had to study the capabilities of the current technology, a process
called technology scanning, and their findings are as follows:
1. Data storage, data analysis and data communication.
2. Inter-organisational systems (Ios)
3. Computer-aided design (CAD)
4. Image digitisation and information window.
5. Artificial intelligence.
Data Storage, Analysis and Communication
This is the conventional information system technology using
integrated circuitries (IC) for the storage and analysis of data.
Data communication is effected through advanced digital and analogue
communication channels such as twisted-pair wires, underwater cable,
optical fibre and even wireless electro-waves through satellites.
Inter-Organisation Systems
Inter-organisational systems is the term used for computer
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systems implemented across organisational boundaries. This is
effected through the advancement of data communications technology
discussed above. The decreasing cost of computer hardware and
software has made these systems cost-justifiable. In addition,
advances in software intelligence has solved problems such as
information integrity and security which have previously been stumb-
ling blocks in the use of these systems.
Computer-Aided Design
Development of all-point-addressable capabilities of a computer
image has made design work possible on a computer terminal screen.
Users can now choose any point of the image and either zoom into it to
get a more detailed perspective of the object or explode it to get an
overall perspective. The image can also be rotated to get a differ-
ent orientation of the object. Three-dimensional images can be drawn
on a two-dimensional terminal screen.
Image Digitisation and Information Window
As the current computer technology can store vast amounts of data
at low cost, it has made possible the storage of an entire image of a
picture and even series of pictures in digital form. Information
window is a combination of the latest laser technology and computer
technology. While a laser disc can carry a quality image, it can be
made to transform digitised signals to a computer, which can, in turn,
store and display it onto the TV screen. The information window is
thus basically a TV showing a film from a laser disc. But this
special TV can also accept and display digitised signals to be treated
by the computer, which exercises intelligence by calling for




Development of software intelligence has made it possible for a
computer to learn. A computer can now exercise decisions imitating
what a human does, based on past experience or what it has learned in
the past.
After the mapping of the state-of-the-art information technology
with Best Appliances Co.'s business objectives/environment, the
authors recommend the following three information technology applica-
tions:
1. Product availability enquiry and order placement at the
immediate remarketers by the second level remarketers.
2. Systems, at real estate offices and mortgage departments at
banks as an additional retail outlet for the home buyer customer.
3. Information windows at retail outlets for product
feature/benefit demonstrations.
l- Product Availability Enquiry and Order Placement
At the Immediate Remarketers by the
Second Level Remarketers
Application Environment
The authors propose the installation of a terminal at the second
level remarketers linked to a computer system installed at the imme-
diate •remarketers. The computer system at the immediate remarketers,
in turn, is linked up to a computer system installed at Best Appli-
ances Co.
Information Technology Engaged
The information technology engaged in this application is simple
data storage,'data manipulation and data communication across organi-
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sation boundaries, or inter-organisational systems (IOS).
Application Description
The second level remarketers can ascertain from the four immed-
iate remarketers whether or not a particular product is available.
This system enables the second level remarketer to look at product
availability from all four immediate remarketers and not just the one
with whom he has previously done business.
The second level remarketer can place an order with any of the
immediate remarketers.
Figure 6.1 depicts the system implementation diagrammatically.
Application Benetits
To the second level remarketers. With the existence of such a
product availability enquiry/order placement system, the second
level remarketers will be better informed buyers. They will know
which of the four immediate remarketers have stocks of a
particular product and therefore will have a greater flexibility
in fulfilling the needs of their own customers, i.e., a lower
level remarketer or a retail outlet. In addition, the second
level remarketer can operate in a more efficient manner with the
new ordering system in place. Lengthy document processing and
communications with suppliers are eliminated. There will be
greater efficiency in the delivery of goods from the suppliers as
the handing procedures are improved.
To the immediate remarketers. As the four immediate remarketers
have a similar customer base, i.e. they handle more or less the
same number of lower level remarketers, they are operating in
strong competition and each will want a greater share of the
market.








































have a better choice of supplier and are able to consider product
availability and prices offered by the immediate remarketer.
This gives more flexibility compared with the strong ties that
often exist at present between the immediate remarketer-and the
second level remarketer, as each immediate remarketer has a
chance of winning more customers (second level remarketers) from
its competitors (the other immediate remarketers).
The system also allows the immediate remarketers to manage
their stock levels more efficiently. An automatic stock re-order
point is proposed by the system and a sales/stock/re-ordering
forecast is proposed, based on past performance.
To Best Appliances Co. From the point of view of this project,
the benefits provided by the system to the remarketers are only
secondary, although they are essential for the systems to be
saleable to the remarketers. What really is important is the
competitive advantage that can be derived by best. Appliances Co.
from the installation, by them, of this information system tech-
nology at the remarketers. The competitive advantages can be
appreciated by studying the strategies set out in the previous
chapter.
Competitive Strategies Fulfilled
a) Product Differentiation: Always on Display Strategy. The.
fact that the second level remarketer can now place orders with
any one of the immediate remarketers enables stock sharing of
the company's products in the market place. Although the real
point-of-sale is the retail outlet, it will be much easier for
the retail outlets to obtain goods from their supplier than it is
at. present. The situation where goods are not available in a
retail outlet at one end of the street while they are available
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in another retail outlet at the other end will no longer arise as
far as our brand is concerned because now the two outlets can go
to an immediate remarketer who has stock. This gives Best
Appliances Co. a better product spread in the market place and
reduces the possibility of losing customers to other brands due
to an out-of-stock situation.
b) Cost Reduction in the Distribution Network. This system means
that the more informed secondary remarketers will force the four
immediate remarketers into fiercer competition, as they will have
to cut their prices in order to attract customers.- They will
probably enter into a price war to win a better market share or
even just to maintain their current customer base. Alterna-
tively, they will have to provide a better service to the
secondary remarketers. Whether the result is price cutting or
improved service, it will almost always be at the expense of Best
Appliances Co.'s competitors. A price cut on our product by the
immediate remarketer may have to be achieved through a price rise
on other brands in stock in order for the immediate remarketer to
maintain his overall profit margin.
Implementation Strategy
A phased implementation approach is suggested. The first phase
is the installation of computer systems at the immediate remarketers
to allow them to realise the benefits of the system in the area of
stock control and forecasting. Once this stock information from the
immediate remarketer is available, it can be offered to the secondary
remarketers for product availability enquiries and order placements.
This approach will increase the chances of the project's success.
If the systems were all installed at the same time, there could be
strong objections from the immediate remarketers. They could see not
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only the benefits but the drawbacks for them and decide not to support
the project. Implementing the system first to demonstrate the bene-
fits readily recognisable by the immediate remarketers will improve
our chance of success.
2. Systems at Real Estate Offices and Mortgage Departments
of Banks as Additional Retail Outlets
for the Home Buyer Customer Segment
Application Environment
s•ne au nors suggest the installation of a computer system at real
estate offices where home buyers go to buy their new homes. We also
recommend that smilar systems be placed in the home mortgage depart-
ments of banks where home buyers go to obtain their mortgage.
Information Technology Used
The information technologies used in this application are
Computer-Aided Design (CAD) and Artificial Intelligence (AT N
Application Description
l A self-service system recommending a list of electrical
appliances will be shown on the screen to new home buyers.
According to the information input by the new home buyer, such as
the location of the -flat that he or she is buying, the system
will come up with a suggested list of electrical appliances that
he or she will need. Information such as the special features of
each appliance, its price, size, the bottom line and total
discounted price will also be shown. Another screen also shows
the suggested location of each of the electrical appliances
recommended. Figure 6.2 shows the system diagrammatically.
2. The new home buyer can freely manipulate the list of elect-
rical appliances to suit his own need, for example, changing the
model of the air-conditioner or simply deleting a vacuum-cleaner
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from the list. The bottom line price is recalculated for the
change.
3. The new home buyer can also change the suggested location of
appliances, for example putting a bigger air-conditioner in the
bedroom. The system will automatically reflect whether or not
the bigger air-conditioner will fit, or will give out a warning
signal if the air-conditioner is too powerful, considering the
actual size of the room and the direction it faces.
4. The new home buyer can place orders through the system after
he has decided which electrical appliances he wants. Be can also
get a copy of the list of appliances for reference. There will
be a reference number on the list and the customer can place an
order later on by telephoning the showroom and giving his refer-
ence number.
Application Benefits
To the new home buyers. The new home buyers do not have to shop
around and ask around in order to find out what is available.
They do not have to worry whether the appliances they are buying
are suitable for their flat. The system offers a free consult-
ancy and design service for the new home buyers and also offers a
better price than that obtainable from retail shops. In addition
it saves a lot of effort on the part of the customer: it is
one-time shopping and one-time delivery. If a customer buys from
several different retailers and orders goods from different
suppliers, as often happens, he or she will have to arrange
different delivery times and therefore be at home to wait for
each delivery, and will have to keep track of each order.
In summary, the system will help the new home buyer to make the
right decision, save time and effort and reduce the risk of a
wrong choice.
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To Best Appliances Co.
Competitive Strategies Fulfilled
a) Product Differentiation: Differentiated Products for Home
Buyers. The system offers an added-value service to home buyers.
Best Appliances Co. stands a good chance of winning business from
these home buyers because even if they do not order the appli-
ances immediately, our products will certainly be the first to be
considered by them.
b) Product Differentiation: More Effective Sales Force Strategy
The system performs the job of a sales force very effectively.
Although it cannot speak, it still communicates very effect-
ively with the customers with the recommended list of appliances.
Best Appliances Co. therefore benefits by not having to rely on
the current less capable sales staff in retail outlets.
c) Product Differentiation: Buyer Comfort Strategy. The system
offers an impartial recommendation to the customer. It is not
affected by how well a salesman can remember a product or whether
the retail shop is operating in an unethical manner, such as
recommending only those products with the highest profit margin
or an over-sized appliance that the customer does not need.
Implementation strategy
The system can best be implemented with a legally binding agreement
with the owner of the location where the system is installed. This
second party could be the bank or the real estate company. They must
be prevented from allowing any other electrical appliance supplier to
place a similar system in their premises at least for a specified
period of time. This will safeguard 'the competitive advantages
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"Information Window at Retail Outlets
for Product Feature/Benefit Demonstration
Application Environment
With the use of the special. TV, the system can accept and
display digitised signals. The user can input to the TV to select a
product show. Unlike a normal TV show, the customer does not have to
follow a predefined sequence. He can stop anywhere he wants, select
to display details of a particular product, or select to look at a
screen showing the prices of various models of the product. The
message on the screen can be displayed in Chinese and the level of
acceptance will be good as the machine also speaks Chinese.
Information Technology Used
The information technology used in this application is the
Information Window.
Application Description
1. One or two of the information windows will be placed in each
retail shop. The information window can show a film that intro-
duces products across the whole range of Best Appliances Co. and
will highlight the features and benefits of a particular product
selected by the customer. The system will be designed for easy
use and the customer will not have to be familiar with the
product or know the model number. He can start from an index
which lists the products by their usual name and can choose the
level of detail he wants, including such things as price, colour
range, size and ordering procedure.
2. The system can also accept orders. Once the customer is
satisfied with the product, from the information he has seen on
the screen and by actually seeing it in the shop, he can place an
order through the system.
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Application Benefits
To the Customer. As pointed out by Mr Chan, there is a big
problem in describing the specific features and benefits of a
product to the customer. The information window gives an impar-
tial presentation of the benefits of a particular product to the
customer and as it is a commitment by best Appliances Co., any
false information can be soundly challenged with evidence. As
with the new home buyer market segment, the convenient ordering
process is an additional benefit.
To Best Appliances Co.
Competitive Strategies Fulfilled
a) Product Differentiation. As with the new home buyer, the
system offers an added-value service to the retail outlet custo-
mer. Best Appliances Co. stands a good chance of getting
business because although the customer may not know how the pro-
duct of another brand performs, he will understand exactly what
our product can offer. Also, the use of modern technology
implies that our products are associated with the most up to date
technology compared with other competitors.
The same benefits regarding a more effective sales force strategy
and buyer comfort strategy apply to this market segment as to the
new home buyer segment, with the added benefit that the informa-




In this chapter the authors would like to return to the three
objectives that formed the basis of our work on this project. We
would also like to make some remarks, retrospectively, on what we
discovered during our study.
We believe that the methodology detailed in Chapter 3 was very
effective in helping us reach our conclusions. By questioning Mr Chan
on the specific areas of competitive environment and strategies, and
value chains and systems, we have been able to contain the project
within a manageable framework. Given the timescale within which we
had to produce useful conclusions, it would have been impractical to
delve into too much irrelevant or superficial information.
The initial three objectives were fulfilled. Firstly, we have
been able to concentrate on areas of business Where information
systems technology can help as a competitive weapon. Secondly, by
linking our requirements to available technology, we have been able to
develop effective information systems solutions. Thirdly, although
information technology applications have been developed for a specific
electrical appliances company in this project, the authors do not
foresee any difficulties in applying the same approach and methodology
to other companies in the same trade or companies in other trades.
This report has been reviewed by Mr Chan who was in favour of our
recommendations. However, he correctly pointed out that there are two
issues requiring more detailed study before he can commit resources to
develop and implement the recommendations. Although these isses are
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outside the scope of this project, they are discussed below for poss-
ible use as starting points for further projects by those who are
interested in further research on the subject. These two issues are:.
1. Cost/benefit analysis of the applications
2. Support/organisation
1. Cost/Benefit Analysis of the Applications
Further research may be carried out to ascertain both the
tangible and intangible benefits provided by each application. The
tangible benefits are particularly important if a cost comparison is
to be made. It is perhaps only a question of personal conjecture to
estimate the increase in market share, profitability, etc.
In considering the total cost of an application, the following
has to be taken into account:
a) Development cost (regardless of whether it is make or
buy).
b) Implementation Cost (hardware, telephone line, machine deli-
very, warranty, environmental set-up).
c) Support Cost (eduction, problem determination, problem
solving, documentation, project management).
d) Marketing Cost (for promoting the acceptability of the
system, internal to Best Appliances Co. and externally to
the outside parties involved).
2. import/Organisation
In this report, possible information technology systems are
created for a competitive advantage by Best Appliances Co. We have
not gone into a detailed study of whether the organisations involved
are ready to support the applications. This would not only include
Best Appliances Co. but also the other organisations in the value
chain and value systems with which the application would be implemen-
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ted. An understanding of the current staffing, skills and organisa-
tional structures of these organisations is necessary. Once this
understanding is established, the current organisation and support
structure can be compared with that required to support the applica-
tions proposed. Any discrepancy can be solved by modifying the
existing organisation/support structure. While the authors believe
that this would not render the proposed applications invalid, the
right support has to be obtained in order to assure the effectiveness
of the application.
One final key note about the subject of the report. It is the
belief of the authors that organisations will be making increasing use
of information technology in order to gain a compeetitive advantage.
Tremendous efforts will be made to influence the organisations that
form the value systems and value chains. This will mean changes in
organisational behaviour and organisational structures. It could also
result in a restructuring of the whole industry- the whole trade.
The realisation of this trend as a result of the implementation of
information technology applications developed for the purpose of
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